
“Teachers expect you to fit a 
certain stereotype, and if 
you’re not, then you’re a 

disappointment.”

“You have to be 
polished. There’s no 

room for failure. 
There’s no room for 

imperfections.”

THE CHALLENGE Increase Gen Z engagement with the A100 List 

-  Pew Survey on the Model Minority Stereotype



Demonstrate that success isn’t perfection and 
counteract the model minority stereotype.

Show Asian Pacific Gen Z that the A100 are 
relatable role models who represent their 
values and visions of success. 

OUR GOALS



Insight

Gen Z, and in particular 
Asian Pacific Gen Z, 

want and need 
holistic success stories, 

but the A100 captures 
only the height of success



FAILURE
THE HALL OF 

We’l l  spotl ight the past failures of the A100    
to break down the misconception that 
success means perfection and give our 

audience the confidence to 
take their  own risks.

Intro d u cin g



Ali Wong’s career began with a resounding 
boo at a local open mic night. Instead of 
shrinking back, she used the boo as fuel, 
dissecting bombed joke after bombed joke 
and channeling the experience into a razor-
sharp wit and fearless streak. 

Eric Yuan decided to come to the U.S. in the 
mid-’90s because of the internet, which he 
knew was the wave of the future. The first 
time he applied for a U.S. visa, he was 
rejected. He continued to apply again and 
again over the course of two years – finally 
receiving his visa on the ninth try. 

Failure

Naomi Osaka’s much-anticipated return to 
grand slam tennis in 2024 was short-lived as 
the former world No. 1 lost her opening-
round match at the Australian Open. In press 
conferences, she has spoken openly about 
the challenges of balancing motherhood with 
competitive tennis.

Through their fai lures, this year’s A100 honorees demonstrate what they have in common: resi l ience in spite of  obstacles, mis steps, and 
detours.  Even though they span communit ies,  industr ies,  and cont inents,  together they are bridging the gap—between what people 
expect of  us, what we have overcome, and who we can become.

ONE EPIC FAIL

Failure

TO INSPIRE COUNTLESS MORE



THE LAUNCH 
Instead of promoting their 

latest win… the A100 will share 
their own stories of failure 



FAILURE INSURANCE
Coverage for those who have nothing 

to lose… and everything to gain.

Failure Insurance
Failure Insurance

We want you to take a risk on failure. Tell us about something new you want to try and we’l l select our 
favorites and cover the investment of starting a new project. Think big or think small – as long as 
you’re wil l ing to fail, we’l l  bet on your success. 



KEEPING FAILURE ALIVE
The Sponsor The Stor y tel ler

Checking in With 
Veda Singh

One of our Fai lure Insurance recipients tel ls  
us about learning to drum, why she almost 

quit ,  and how she eventual ly found her 
rhythm.



KPIs

75M

Successful failures 
AKA new subscribers  15K

250K

10K

Hall of Failure  website takeover,  
talent,  media launch, and press push; 
Failure Insurance  applications open

BUDGET AND TIMELINE

500K

50K

400K

50K

AUG 2024
The Launch 

Failure Insurance  application 
submissions continue and reviews 
begin  SEP 2024

Applications

Failure Insurance  awardees 
announced, sponsorship beginsOCT 2024

Awardees featured in the Gold House 
Newsletter DEC 2024

Follow-Ups

Insurance

Earned and social 
impressions

Website clicks

Mentions of the 
A100 List 



WHY IT WORKS

Turns Out Failure Can Be Inspiring. 
Just Ask Your Favorite Olympians

‘FailureTok’: All About the Trend 
Taking Over TikTok

Is Failure the Key to Success? 
Gold House and C-Suite Execs Think So


